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MEASUREMENT DATE: 
17.Aug.–24.Sep.2009 

MEASUREMENT ARM: 
brass cylinder interface Ø 40 mm 
aluminum pipe Ø 28 mm, 1 m 
titan pipe Ø 12.8 mm, 1 m 

MEASURING SPEED: 
4.5 mm/sec (X-axis) 
1.25 mm/sec (Y-axis) 
40 mm/sec (Z-axis) 

INTEGRATION TIME: 
20 msec 

DVM-1 (1 V RANGE): 
Hall axial probe sbv35 (150 mA) 

DVM-2 (10 V RANGE): 
200 V / 500 A (MSG-1), 2 & 5 A/s 

AIR CONDITIONING: 
ON (TSET = 24º) 

OPERATORS: 
Roland Deckardt 
Vjeran Vranković (report) 

DATA DIRECTORY: 
afs:	sys/alpha_dux51/swdir/ 
	 magnet/meas/wfg 

WFG Gun double solenoid

WFG Gun Solenoid (SwissFEL 250 MeV Injector)

2R (aperture) = 80 mm 

2R (outside) = 385 mm 

L = 260 mm

161 turns/coil (2 coils) 

IMAX = 220 A
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Alignment and positioning

The magnet was laid on a support that is placed on adjustable base plate. The base 
plate can be leveled by adjusting its feet heights. 

In the measurements coordinate system the solenoid axis is the Z-axis, vertical axis is 
the Y-axis. The solenoid center is at the origin of the coordinate system. 

The probe was leveled with a spirit level. 

The aligning and positioning of the solenoid was done magnetically by measuring 
vertical field maps of the double reference pin, a permanently magnetized conically 
shaped iron piece, that was horizontally inserted and measured in each of 4 
designated holes in the magnet plate on the -Z side. The holes lie on a circle with the 
center on the solenoid axis. A two-dimensional quadratic polynomial is fitted to the 
measured data. Because the strongest magnetic field is at the tip of the pin, the 
position of the fit maximum corresponds to the pin tip and therefore to the hole 
position. 

First, the horizontal (rotation around Y-axis) and vertical inclination (rotation around 
X-axis) of the solenoid were adjusted until all the magnetic field fit maxima from the 
reference pin measurements yielded the same value, meaning that the Z coordinates 
of the 4 points (+X, -X, +Y, -Y) on the solenoid plate were equal and thus the magnet 
geometrical axis aligned with the measurement axis. Because of the strong field 
gradient at the tip of the reference pin, this is a very sensitive method for aligning 
the axes. The maximal error is in the order of a few hundreds of mm in Z, which 
corresponds to an angle error of less than 0.1 mrad. 

The X and Y coordinates of the solenoid axis were determined by fitting a circle to 
positions of 4 reference holes in the magnet plate. The accuracy of finding location 
of the reference pin is a few hundreds of mm, so the X and Y positions of the 
solenoid center were determined within that error. 

The Z coordinate was also set magnetically. Because of the strong field gradient of 
the reference point the accuracy of the Z positioning is 0.01 mm. 

After each rotation of the probe arm (PSI=0º and PSI=180º) the position of the 
probe is lost and the process for finding its coordinates had to be repeated.
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Excitation curve
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Magnet WFG       

File : wfge50.lsk                                                  
Date : 21.09.09  
Meas-type : HP
Comment : measured with SBV35

Pre-cycle : off --> 220 A --> 10 A                                      

#Curr: 43 (nPaths=2)
Z-dir: from -700.00 to 700.00 mm, steps of 2.00 mm 
X-dir: at -0.000 mm 

 linear_<1:Ilin> and cubic_<Ilin:Imax> approximation of Bc0:
 Blin = b0 + b1 * Irel                     ;   Irel = I / Imax
 Bcub = Blin + b2 * Irel^2 + b3 * Irel^3   ;   Irel = (I - Ilin) / (Imax - Ilin)

       Ilin_A     Imax_A       b0_G       b1_G       b2_G       b3_G      RMS_G
       ======     ======       ====       ====       ====       ====      =====
 /      220.0      220.0        1.4     3870.3        0.0        0.0        0.2
 \       56.7      220.0        2.2     3873.3        1.5       -5.0        0.1
 ¯      120.7      220.0        1.8     3871.6       -0.6       -1.3        0.1

 / = increasing current branch
 \ = decreasing current branch
 ¯ = average

variable Leff -> true fields 

   I_Amp        Bdz_Gmm      Bc_G     err_G
   =====        =======      ====     =====
    9.98*       41153.8     177.6       0.7
   19.98/       81620.0     353.1       0.2
   29.98/      121958.5     528.6      -0.3
   39.98/      162463.5     704.6      -0.1
   49.98/      202992.1     880.6      -0.1
   59.98/      243396.5    1056.5      -0.2
   69.98/      283751.6    1232.4      -0.2
   79.98/      324281.9    1408.5      -0.1
   89.98/      364683.4    1584.4      -0.1
   99.98/      405134.6    1760.4      -0.0
  109.98/      445643.3    1936.5       0.1
  119.98/      486014.9    2112.5       0.2
  129.98/      526484.7    2288.5       0.2
  139.98/      566952.1    2464.4       0.2
  149.97/      607237.1    2640.0       0.1
  159.98/      647879.1    2816.3       0.2
  169.98/      688290.7    2992.0       0.0
  179.98/      728726.7    3168.0       0.0
  189.98/      769147.0    3343.8      -0.1
  199.98/      809665.3    3519.8      -0.0
  209.98/      850071.3    3695.6      -0.1
  219.98*      890495.5    3871.4      -0.4 (average of 2 fits)
  209.98\      850101.8    3696.6       0.1
  199.98\      809609.3    3521.1       0.1
  189.98\      769280.6    3345.7       0.2
  179.98\      728659.5    3169.7      -0.1
  169.98\      688355.7    2994.2       0.0
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  159.98\      647943.6    2818.4       0.1
  149.97\      607489.3    2642.4       0.1
  139.99\      566919.9    2466.5      -0.3
  129.98\      526560.8    2290.6      -0.0
  119.99\      486106.3    2114.7      -0.1
  109.98\      445525.2    1938.5      -0.1
   99.98\      405203.8    1762.6       0.0
   89.98\      364795.8    1586.6       0.0
   79.98\      324219.8    1410.4       0.0
   69.98\      283835.7    1234.4       0.0
   59.98\      243405.2    1058.3       0.1
   49.98\      202865.2     882.2      -0.0
   39.98\      162517.8     706.2       0.0
   29.98\      122055.6     529.9      -0.1
   19.98\       81577.7     354.1       0.1
    9.98*       41030.0     177.7      -0.2

   Bc = Bdz / Leff
   err = Bc - Bfit
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The earth and the background (remanent) fields are removed from the measured 
fields: 

measurement(+current) – measurement(–current) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2 

The field maps were measured at the maximal current I = 220 A and at I = 200 A 
(220 A ➙ 200 A).

Field analysis


